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Abstract
The test results of the ITER toroidal field conductors demonstrated a decrease of the current sharing temperature (T cs) with an
increase in the number of electromagnetic cycles in general. This is associating with several factors. One of them is the
superconducting Nb3Sn filaments cracking and another one is the redistribution of the relative deformation of the Nb 3Sn strands
under Lorentz forces. Despite these factors, some conductors have shown the absence or significantly less degradation of Tcs during
electromagnetic cycling. This article considers another possible reason for a more stable conductors Tcs behavior, namely, the local
compression of Nb3Sn wires in the cross section of a conductor. In this article presents the results of a quantitative analysis Nb3Sn
superconducting filaments cracking of strands extracted from a conductor that has passed electromagnetic cycling and the model of
a conductor compaction, as well as calculation results based on this model are presented also.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In 2015, conductors manufacturing for the ITER toroidal
field TF coils has been completed. The conductor is a cable
mixed of Nb3Sn strands and copper wires, inserted into a
steel jacket and compacted to the required size. Conductors
were manufactured by 6 national teams (suppliers) based
on Nb3Sn superconductors, supplied by 8 different
manufacturers [1]. The diameter of the cable can be varied
from supplier to supplier. The final conductor diameter had
to be strictly observed and was 43.7 mm with a jacket
thickness of 2.0 mm. 133 regular and 10 qualification
conductors based on Nb3Sn strands were manufactured in
total. 52 different conductor samples were taken from some
of these conductors and tested at the SULTAN test facility
where working load in ITER magnet system was simulated.
The results of these tests were the dependencies of T cs on
the number (N) of input-output of the working current into
the sample when it is in a magnetic field. The majority of
conductors demonstrated a decrease of the T cs with the
number of cycles. The typical changes of T cs as
dependencies ΔTcs (N) are shown in Fig. 1 for different
suppliers. The data are taken from [2]. One can see from the
data presented in Figure 1, the conductors of one of the
suppliers (RF) does not demonstrate a typical T cs decrease
as all the others. Thus, ΔTcs for all samples after 1000 test
cycles is in the range from -0.48K to + 0.11K. In a more
detailed analysis, one can also notice that even among one
supplier, the dependence of T cs (N) can be different (from
conductor to conductor both a decrease and an increase in
Tcs could be observed) [3].
* Corresponding author: kaverinds@gmail.com

The reasons of the decrease of T cs during the tests were
studied in several works [4-6]. The state of
superconducting Nb3Sn filaments in strands extracted from
a tested conductor, which demonstrated a significant
decrease in Tcs during testing was studied in [4]. In this
work, it was shown that as a result of electromagnetic
cycling, cracking of superconducting filaments occurs,
especially significantly nearby the conductor jacket, where
the highest Lorentz force is observed. Cracking of
superconducting Nb3Sn filaments leads to a decrease of
strand critical current, and, consequently, a decrease of
conductor Tcs during testing. The results of these works
permit to assume that cracking of superconducting
filaments is the major factor of reducing Tcs during
electromagnetic cycling. In the [5] similar studies were
carried out with a conductor sample that demonstrated a
decrease of Tcs during testing. In this study, it was shown
that cracking of filaments is also characteristic for this
conductor [6], and their number is comparable with the
results in [4]. Based on the results of these two studies, it
can be concluded that cracking of superconducting
filaments contributes to a decrease of Tcs during testing, but
filaments cracking is not the only factor affecting ΔTcs.
Direct measurement of the effective strain of
superconducting Nb3Sn strands  was carried out and the
distribution over the entire cross section of the conductor
was determined in [7-9]. The result of these studies was that
in conductors showing an increase of T cs,  increases with
increasing of test cycles, unlike other conductors. In
addition, it was noted that the Nb3Sn strands of this supplier
are stiffer than those of other suppliers [10] and therefore
they did not demonstrate an irreversible decrease in the
strands critical current. Despite the coincidence of the
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Fig. 1. Typical dependence of ΔTcs on the number of
electromagnetic cycles for various conductor suppliers.

Fig. 2. Typical Relationship between cable compaction
level and ΔTcs.
results of calculations and direct measurements carried out
in this research cycle, the eventual reason explaining this
behavior has not yet been identified.
In the present work, the assumption was done, that one of
the possible causes of less cracking of superconducting
filaments and redistribution of , leading to a positive
dynamics of Tcs, can be local compaction of the
superconducting strands in the conductor. Despite the fact
that all conductors had the same design their final cable
diameter due to manufacturing technology aspects was
different therefore their compaction level was different also.
The relationship between compacted level and T cs
difference between 1st and 1000th cycles is presented on Fig.
2 (compaction level was calculated as relationship of area
occupied with strands before and after compaction). Local
compaction may affect on other conductor or strands
properties to reduce Tcs degradation. Indeed, with higher
local compaction of superconducting wires, their
movement under the Lorentz force noticeably decreases,
which leads to less damage of filaments; large mechanical
stresses arise, which can lead the critical current increase
for individual superconducting strands in accordance with
known data [10]. That is why, in this paper the cable
compaction model has been developed to determine the
local compaction of the superconducting strands in the
conductor and the mechanical stresses of the strands along
the cross section of the conductor.

2. SUPERCONDUCTING FILAMENTS CRACKING
STUDYING INDUCED DURING THE CONDUCTOR
TESTING
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It is known that Nb3Sn filaments are very fragile and they
can crack and break under low mechanical stresses [11].
Filaments cracking leads to a decrease in the critical current
of individual Nb3Sn strands and, as a result, can lead to a
decrease in Tcs of the conductor. Previously, work was
carried out to study the structural features of Nb3Sn strands
extracted from TF conductors that passed tests [4, 6]. This
section describes an extended study of the state of
superconducting filaments extracted from the TFRF3
conductor, which has passed full-scale testing and have not
demonstrated Tcs degradation [5].
2.1. Materials and Methods
For quantitative analysis of the Nb3Sn filaments cracking,
samples of strands were extracted from various places in
the cross section of the conductor and from characteristic
positions in the subcable. For sampling, 2 sections of
TFRF3 sample were cut using electro-erosive cutting. One
of them from high magnetic field zone (I = 68kA, B =
10.78T) and the second one from zone with low magnetic
field (I = 68kA, B = 0.4T). A jacket was removed from each
sample and a subcable was pulled out from which strands
samples were taken for further investigation. The sampling
locations in the subcable are shown in the Fig. 3.
Subsequently, the samples were poured with Epofix
epoxy resin, and after it was dried, a longitudinal sectional
surface of the samples was prepared for further shooting by
a microscope. The obtained photographs were processed to
obtain quantitative morphological characteristics of Nb3Sn
strands. The appearance of the samples and its structure are
presented in Fig. 4. Defects detected were flagged
manually. To determine the specific number of defects, a
program based on MatLab was developed. More detailed
information on sample preparation and calculation methods
can be found in [12].

Fig. 3. Sampling locations for Nb3Sn strands.

Fig. 4. Longitudinal section of Nb3Sn strands.
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can be assumed that even a difference in the manufacturing
technology of conductors can lead to noticeable qualitative
differences in the evolution of ΔT cs during testing. After
analyzing conductors manufacturing technologies among
all suppliers [13 - 17], it was noticed that, in addition to
other parameters, there are differences in the final diameter
of the cables before insertion (from 41.5 mm to 40.2 mm)
into the jacket. Thus, it was decided to carry out an analysis
to determine the possible effect of the final cable diameter
on ΔTcs.
Fig. 5. Distribution of the specific number of filaments
cracking over the conductor cross section.
2.2. Results
About 450 samples of Nb3Sn strands were studied in
total. As a result of the study, it was revealed that there are
no filaments cracking of wires located in the low-field zone.
From this we can conclude that the processes of sample
annealing, the sensors installation, cooling-down and
warming-up do not contribute to the formation of filaments
cracking. On the contrary, in the high field zone a
significant number of filaments cracking were observed.
After a numerical statistical analysis of the measurement
results and calculations, the dependence of the specific
number of filament cracking on the magnitude of the
magnetic field in the cross section of the sample was
obtained (Fig. 5). The maximum of specific number of
cracks is observed nearby conductor jacket, where the
maximum magnetic field (Zone 1), and, accordingly, where
the maximum Lorentz force. The minimum number of
filaments’ strands breaks was observed nearby Zone 2 and
Zone 3, which can be explained on the one hand by a
sufficient local strands compaction, and on the other hand,
less effect of Lorentz force. Nearby jacket, where during
testing the magnetic field was lower by 1.2T (Zone 4), the
number of breaks is much lower than in Zone 1, but little bit
higher that in Zone 2 and Zone 3. For Zone 4 it was
expected that number of breaks will be lowest even than in
Zone 2 and Zone 3. This inconsistency can be explained
that filaments breaks for this zone was calculated as
average breaks among all sampling locations (Figure 3),
even in subcables corners where breaks is huge due to weak
local compaction.
After it was obtained the dependence of the specific
number of filaments cracking on the distance from cable
center, calculation and experimental analysis of the local
density of the strands in the conductor has been performed.

3. CONDUCTOR CROSS SECTION
MORPHOLOGY
Despite the fact that all the ITER TF conductors were
manufactured using almost identical technologies, there
was a qualitative difference in ΔTcs changes during the tests.
Moreover, even among single supplier conductors that uses
the same materials and Nb3Sn strands, there was a
qualitative difference in the test results. Based on this, it

3.1. Materials and Methods
The object of research was a sample of cable
manufactured at JSC “VNIIKP” using standard technology.
The average cable diameter before compaction was 40.5
mm. The cable was inserted into jacket with an inner
diameter of 44.0 mm and an outer 48.0 mm, and then
compacted to the required outer diameter of 43.7 mm,
while the outer diameter of the cable under the sheath was
39.7 mm. For metallographic studies, a short conductor
sample (70 mm) was filled with epoxy resin under vacuum.
After that, the shorter samples were cut. The samples were
multistage polished and then investigated using a Carl Zeiss
Axiovert 40 MAT microscope. To determine the local
cable density in the conductor, standard tools of the
Photoshop and Matlab programs were used. A quantitative
study of images obtained with an optical microscope was
performed using Matlab. The cable compaction model was
developed based on the mechanics of a porous body, taking
into account the fact that the main local characteristics of
the conductor are different and depend on its local
compaction level. The mathematical model also takes into
account friction between strands during compaction. The
basis of the mechanical calculation combined models of
thick-walled cylinder compaction and soil compaction.
3.2. Cable Compaction Model
It’s considered the cable as a porous body (solid - wires,
pores - the space between them) for the mathematical
model of compaction. A feature of a porous body is that its
mechanical characteristics depend on local porosity
(inverse value of the local compaction). Thus, Young's
modulus and Poisson's ratio will be different at each
point of the cable during compaction. To solve the
compaction model, the following assumptions were used:
 The wires in the cable are not deformed during
compaction;
 Cross-sections of a cable before and after compaction
remain flat (Saint-Venant principle);
 The wires in the cable are regularly distributed before
compacting;
 The mechanical characteristics of the wires are isotropic.
To draw up the equilibrium equation, the cable
cross-section is considered (Fig. 6). The forces from
normal and tangential stresses act on it, as well as the
friction force between the wires. Projecting the forces on
the OX axis and simplifying the equation (1) was obtained,
where – radial stress,
– shear stress, – distributed
friction force, – distance from cable center.
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(1)
The distributed friction force is a characteristic of
porous materials and is taken by analogy with soil
compaction mechanics [18]. According to the experimental
data, this force can be fairly well described using the linear
approximation [19]. Because equation (1) contains two
unknown mechanical stresses, the problem is statically
indefinable, therefore, it is necessary to consider the
displacements and deformations of the cable element (Fig.
7). The strands in the cable are evenly distributed before
compacting and its initial cable density
(the cable
density is calculated as the ratio of the area of the wires to
the occupied area by these wires). During compaction, the
outer layer moves to
( – movement), and the inner
layer to . Based on the fact that the mass of the cable
element is unchanged, equation (2) was compiled for cable
density after compaction.

(2)
and Poisson ratio
mechanical
Young modulus
characteristics of the cable depending on and according
to [20] can be well represented as linear approximation (3)
and (4). The maximum theoretical cable density
according to calculation [21] is 0.875. The following
indication is used in equations (3) and (4):
– Young
modulus when cable density is
,
– cable density

Fig. 6. Cable element and forces acting on it.

Fig. 7. Movement of cable layer in the radial direction.
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when Young modulus is equal zero,
– initial Poisson
ratio when cable density is
,
– cable Poisson ratio
at cable density is .
(3)
(4)

For a plane stress state according to Hooke's law, stress
and strain are related as (5) and (6).
(5)
(6)

Previous performed direct measurements of the
conductor cross section dimensions showed that the
displacement of the strands at the spiral is
(
– spiral radius). The
movement of the outer layer of the cable will be different
and depends on the initial cable diameter and was
calculated as the difference between the cable radius before
and after compaction
( – cable
radius before compaction, – difference between cable
radius before and after compaction). These displacement
values will constitute the boundary conditions.
Solving equations (1) - (6) numerically it was obtained
the dependence of the cable density over the cross
section for cables with different initial (Fig. 8). It can be
seen from the presented dependence that with an increase in
the initial cable radius, the density of the peripheral layers
increases, but the layers of the cable located closer to the
cable spiral are less compacted. The dependence of the
movement of the cable layers for different initial radius is
shown in Fig. 9.
Also strands on the outer layer of the cable are under
higher mechanical stress (Fig. 10 and Fig. 11). Thus, we
can assume that due to this, less relaxation of strands can
during testing also.
occur, which can affect

Fig. 8. Cable density after compaction.
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Fig. 12. Image of sectors of cable segment in which local
compaction calculations were performed.
Fig. 9. Cable layers movements after compaction.

Fig. 10. Normal stress in cable after compaction.

Fig. 13. Local cable density depending on the distance to
the cable center.

4. DISCUSSION

Fig. 11. Shear stress in cable after compaction.
3.2. Local cable density measurement in CICC
To verify the model, direct measurements of the local
cable density in the conductor were performed. The image
of the cross section of the conductor was divided into 6
sectors, each of which was divided into segments (Fig. 12).
and the area
Then, the total area of the segment
occupied only by strands in this segment
were
calculated. Local cable density was calculated as the ratio
of
to
. The distance of the segment from the cable
center was determined as the sum of the distances of the
internal arc of the segment and half of its thickness. Thus, 6
segments were calculated for each of the 6 sectors. As a
result, a real dependence of the distribution of the local
cable density in the conductor, depending on the distance
from the cable center (Fig. 13) was obtained. This figure
shows the experimental points with the limits of
measurement error calculated on the basis of the
measurement results.
Despite the fact that direct measurements and calculated
data have a slight discrepancy, satisfactory coincides of the
results is obtained within the limits of measurement errors.

The distribution of the specific number of
superconducting filaments cracking over the cable cross
section for the TFRF3 conductor was experimentally
determined (Fig. 5). It can be seen that the maximum
number of filaments cracks is in the region of the maximum
Lorentz force nearby conductor jacket. Determining the
position of an individual Nb3Sn strands as part of a cable is
a difficult task; therefore, the breaks distribution is the
average of the specific number of superconducting
filaments breaks in each studied zone. In addition, the view
of this distribution can be eroded due to the fact that the
strands distribution in the cable after compaction is the
random one. Therefore, it can be assumed that two wires
located in a similar position in the cross section can have
completely different deformations due to the action of the
Lorentz force and due to this to have different specific
number of defects. But in common, this approach should be
enough for the understanding influence of the Lorentz force
on the strands. For a more precise picture of the crack’s
distribution, a more detailed statistical study with a large
number of strands samples from different conductors is
necessary. However, this is an expensive and time costly
task.
It has been shown by calculation that the strands local
compaction level in the conductor depends on the initial
cable diameter (before compacting) and can differ by 2%.
This can significantly affect the possibility of strands
movement in the cable and the number of filaments
breakage from this movement. In accordance with the
calculation the mechanics of cable compaction shows that
the mechanical stresses on the outer layer of the cable with
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a larger initial diameter (before compaction) are up to 5
times higher than for cables with a smaller initial diameter.
Larger mechanical stresses can lead to higher strands strain
which can play a noticeable role in the
conductors’
evolution, up to its stabilization and increase. After
conductor cool-down strands strain decreases together
with strands and after each electromagnetic cycling its
relaxes a bit. In some cases when strands in cable is high
after electromagnetic cycling strands can be on the peak
of
curve and therefore (if we do not take into account
filaments cracking)
can increase.
For a more detailed analysis of the mechanical stress
state of strands in the conductor, it is necessary to carry out
direct measurements of the mechanical stress and at
different stages of manufacture and testing. Such
measurements can be carried out by x-ray diffraction [23]
or fiber optics methods [24]. In addition, it would be useful
to carry out a statistical analysis of the test results of all
conductors in order to determine other factors affecting the
evolution of
. Statistical analysis has to be carried
taking into account the geometric dimensions of the cable
before compaction as well as mechanical and
electrophysical characteristics of Nb3Sn strands.

version of the paper, although any errors are my own and
should not tarnish the reputations of these esteemed person.
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